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If the members of the Bar Association are literally just actors and the courtroom is just a stage, then what is really going on? Racketeering under color of law.

As I told you....and as others are now reporting ---see what is motivating this crime spree and remember and it has been this way, more or less, for a hundred and sixty years:

"The Judge, Prosecutor and defense attorney all share in 10-20 basis points each on the securities created on court cases (the CRIS system)- so they each have a financial interest in your guilt- THEY ARE RAILROADING."

[And not on the tracks. They are charging over a million dollars for each felony charge and now up to fifty thousand for every misdemeanor, so it's not a small conflict of interest for them. It's huge. A Judge gets $10,000.00 and the Prosecutor and Defense Attorneys get $5,000.00 each off of every misdemeanor, $200,000.00 per felony for the Judge and $100,000.00 each to the Prosecutor and Defense Attorney per felony.]

"Now, more info has come to light that the sheriff is ALSO paid a percentage on every guilty verdict that comes out of the prosecutor's office. Our ENTIRE justice system is human trafficking FOR PROFIT under corporate veils....God help us."

This is how and why they have a 96% plus conviction rate.

This is how and why our people and our country have been railroaded and coerced and falsely convicted under color of law for six generations.

And this is how it is all coming down straight onto the shoulders of the military and the military district personnel in charge of this whole horrorshow.

In all the Territorial States-of-States the seized property has to be purchased (under Constitutional provisions) at fair market value---- that is, all confiscated property has to be purchased at fair market value.

But who do they pay for the confiscated property? The victims never see a dime. No, the payment goes to the Presumed Trustees --- the State Trust operators or the U.S. Trustees.

So they steal your property and labor and put it in a trust named after you. You go hungry to bed and often to prison on the False Presumption that you are a "rebel" and "enemy" --- a presumption that they set up with malice aforethought.
And they reap the benefit and put it in a Slush-Investment Fund that they control, and they say it's all for your benefit, but you are never told a thing and never see a dime.

For those of you who need to form a better, more accurate picture of exactly how this whole racket has been working ever since the Civil War --- watch the Tom Cruise movie "American Made" -- based on a true story, and not that far from the truth.

These same bribe and payola schemes were used to seduce the Union Generals and politicians after the Civil War, who all became wealthy men, along with all their "district" level appointees and hangers-on who made up the political parties and got that substitution scheme going.

They stashed their ill-gotten gains in gold and silver and by 1913 had hatched a plan to vastly increase the value of their precious metals holdings.

They would launch a private military-controlled bank scrip called the Federal Reserve Note and force everyone to accept it as "legal tender". The Federal Reserve (promissory note) was born.

The plot was simple enough. They would issue the fiat "money" and let nature take its course, letting the currency devalue as all fiat money does, until there would be a fiat currency collapse at a time estimated to be a hundred years in the future.

Meantime, by a process of seigniorage recoupment and inflation, the banks would become wildly wealthy, gradually eating away the original 1:1 parity with the United States Silver Dollar until nothing remained to be extracted and siphoned off.

Thanks to crazy last minute "spending" by the Biden Administration, which should not be allowed access to our credit at all, the last time we checked, over $80,000.00 fiat Federal Reserve "Dollars" were pegged against each United States Silver Dollar.

Starting out at a 1:1 exchange rate in 1934, this means that the fiat Federal Reserve Notes are now worth 1/80,000th of an actual Silver Dollar and that is the actual toll resulting from repeated cyclical episodes of inflation, bankruptcy, wild spending, all aided and abetted by counterfeiting on a vast scale, all used to keep the payola and bribery scams coming.

Sheerly by chutzpah and trading on the good name and reputation of their American Employers, the fiat money they issued lasted twenty-three years longer than anticipated.

And now, it's about to collapse. It took trillions of dollars-worth of international counterfeiting by the Obama Administration, and huge payoffs to all the corporations and institutions involved in the pandemic, but together with the collapse of the fraudulent mortgage system and other illegal acts of private asset securitization, it's ripe.

Nobody needs to pretend that they are surprised.

The Perps anticipate that their investments in gold and silver will increase at least 10,000 times what their grandfathers paid for the metals.
Unfortunately, just like they lied about everything else, they lied about the worldwide availability and amount of gold and silver already mined and purified. As late as 2011, Lord Sassoon was declaring that "only 1500 tonnes of gold had been mined in the history of the world".

Either the members of Parliament were kept as ignorant as everyone else, or such statements must be read as private jokes.

Their plan to wildly profit from the perceived scarcity and "value gain" of precious metals resulting from the fiat money collapse--- and their plan to sell the metal back to the grandsons of the men they stole it from in the first place - has back-fired.

In a twist of fate worthy of Divine Providence, there is too much gold, and not enough silver. They can collapse the gold and silver market just as they have collapsed the fiat money system, but the problem is that they cannot collapse both "value standards" at once.

This severely limits their ability to continue on with payola schemes and counterfeiting operations and more substitution schemes aimed at our Federal Republic.

Both Federal Subcontractors operating as foreign commercial corporations in the business of providing governmental services have recently undergone bankruptcy and have been operated in liquidation and receivership (respectively) by the United States Trustees, a shadowy, unelected, and unauthorized part of the equally unauthorized Department of Justice.

As you recently saw in the Article naming the members of the so-called "National Security Council" these political appointees and hired Agency Personnel are people you have never heard of, who never ran for any public office, and who operate unaccountably behind a phalanx of "National Security Interests" and corporate goon squads.

And just as the National Security Council has nothing to do with our National Security, the Department of Justice has nothing to do with Justice, and the United States Trustees should not exist, because of all the same conflicts of interest that plague the rest of the so-called "Justice System" in this country.

To fix this entire problem requires reorganization of the military services, control of their paymaster, SERCO, INC., shutting down over 500 unauthorized Agency Subcontractors, de-privatizing and de-politicizing organizations like the Federal Bureau of Investigations and FEMA --- and completely revamping and redefining the monetary system worldwide.

From our lips to God's ears, this is what has to be done to restore sane governance and prevent the spectre of perpetual war becoming a reality.
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